
ABBEY ST BATHAN’S, BONKYL AND PRESTON 
COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting held at Preston Village Hall 
15/1/2015 at 7.00 pm 

 
Ref: Present: W. Reid, D. Morrison (chair), P. Chandler, , T. Kerr, V. Kerr, G. 

Arnold, Cllr. F Renton,  J. Dobie, 
Action 

1. Apologies: J.Robson, Cllr. J Greenwell, Cllr. D. Moffat,  E. Lipscomb, V. 
Dobie 

 

2.  Approval of Minutes: Minutes approved G Arnold and W Reid  
3. Matters Arising: Cllr F Renton has spoken to relevant SBC departments 

about directing emails to the correct council members. This is now 
successful in most cases. 
GA said that treatment has been planned to improve her household water 
supply.  

 

4. Police Liaison: It has still not been possible to establish a line of 
communication which is regular and up to date.  

 

5. Sub groups:  
       1. Resilient Communities: Carol Turnbull has offered to attend to the 
next meeting of the subgroup to advise how to make the group more 
effective. 
       2.  Wind farms: WR will ask Paul Wheelhouse to come to a meeting 
of the subgroup in order to discuss with him some of the difficulties that we 
have been experiencing in our dealings with some windfarm developers and 
the approach we are developing for managing community benefit monies. 
With regards to the Heads of Terms for the Penmanshiel development, there 
are several words in Paragraph 4 whose meaning remains unclear and which 
could change the emphasis of the document. Other CCs have also not yet 
responded and there is a need to meet and discuss the document with them. 
VD may be able to contribute to this 
       3.  Community Consultation: With some minor adjustments the 
collection schedule for questionnaires was approved. There were some 
concerns about informing police, carrying ID and using detailed maps. Cllr 
FR reassured CC members that the present arrangements were adequate. A 
suggestion was made that a reminder note could be left where was no-one at 
home and this could be seen as identification for the caller. All 
questionnaires collected will be collated by James Robson. WR was not 
able to give a definitive day for when the results would be available but 
reminded everyone that the consultation process as a whole is due to be 
completed by Easter. 
      4. Website: DM has been in touch with Alice Cowgill about the options 
for the proposed website. These were discussed at length and the following 
points made 

• A responsive website was seen as essential as it could be accessed 
by phone and tablet. (Option 3) 

• A complete redesign was seen as the more cost effective option. 
This will use some of the content of the current site. (Option 3) 

• The basic costs of £2441 + VAT for 7 pages (Option 3) will need 
further negotiation and once agreed will need to be carefully 
monitored. GA suggested the CC budget be set in advance. 

CC members voted unanimously in favour of Option 3 with Cllr FR 
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abstaining. 
DM plus 1 other will meet with the current provider and explain the 
decision. DM will also speak to Ms Cowgill to start the process of website 
design and transfer. The domain name is also due for renewal. WR 
suggested also completing the funding application for website costs at this 
point which were estimated at £4000.00. DM and VK will complete the 
application form. PY reminded CCs that the current contract still had 
several months to run so there was no immediate urgency to make decisions 
about website content etc  

6. Chairman’s Report: 
• The Councillors would like to thank Charlie Walker for his time as a 

member of the Community Council 
• There has been an email from Chris Bruce expressing his desire that 

the 4 Community Councils work together in order to respond to the 
Aikengall 2 paper. There is currently one payment of £100,000 to be 
divided by the CCs. Any further money is currently designated to go 
to the Begreen shop in Dunbar. DM will reply to Chris about the 
options for working together. 

• There are currently no plans to light the junction on the A1 at Reston  
• There are no plans to dual the A1 

 
 
 
 
 
DM 

7. Treasurer’s report: Large A/c  £68,727.59, Small A/c £656.22 
The signed off accounts have now been returned. All councillors agreed to 
abide by the SBC code of conduct. 

 
 
 

8. Secretary’s report: None given  
9. Funding Applications:  Approval was given for the funding of the Preston 

and Bonkyl History Society. Secretary to invoice PY for funds. 
 

10. Any other business:  
• The current concerns about the quality of the water in Abbey St 

Bathans were discussed. Some of the information eg regarding the 
sources of the supply, may be inaccurate and the levels of arsenic, 
which are very low, may have always been endemic to the area   
There has been no word about how the supply is to be made safe 
according to current guidelines. Charlotte Dobie suggested forming 
an action group at this early stage to give residents a voice and 
enable them to apply for the funding of a filtration system if that was 
deemed necessary. It may be useful to revisit the work previously 
done on assessing the use of bore holes in this area. JD pointed out 
that the bore hole which was sunk following this study has not yet 
been tested for arsenic.  
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11. Planning and Licensing Applications:, Cllr FR and DM left the meeting. 
Councillors considered the amendment to Aikengall 2a which decreased the 
number of turbines from 27 to 19. In spite of the decrease, it was decided 
that the main objections against the proliferation of turbines remained 
unchanged. The objections will be fed back to Aikengall 2 by WR and PY. 
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12. Date and Venue of Next meeting: 
Thursday 26th February in Preston at 7.00pm 
Future Meetings as follows: 
 26th March in Abbey St Bathans at 7.00 
 14th May in Abbey St Bathans at 7.30 
 25th June in Preston at 7.30 
 20th August in Abbey St Bathans at 7.30 
 24th September in Preston at 7.30 
22nd October in Abbey St Bathans at 7.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



26th November in Preston at 7.00 
DM and PY will inform village halls of these dates and request invoices for 
each hire. 
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